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JAMES THOMSON
AND
LANDSCAPE
ICONOGRAPHY
"Instrumental
in Diffusing a
General Taste"
Jan Widmayer
rt historians and cultural geographers studying English
landscape are nearly unanimous in citingJames Thom
son's The Seasons (1726-46) as the exemplar of atti
tudes in the early eighteenth century. Such recent studies focus after
1750, tracing the development of a particularly English school of
landscape painting, but attitudes toward landscape earlier in the century
come in for little analysis, serving as a kind of given against which
arguments can be deployed. These studies assume that the meanings
of landscape in the early eighteenth century were fixed and known, yet
a study of the art manuals of the time reveals that both painters and
connoisseurs were unsure about the value of landscape painting, and
that rather than reflecting existing attitudes, Thomson was instead
creating meaning.
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Again and again, these recent scholars refer to Thomson's
panegyric to Happy Britannia and the river Thames {Sutnmer\m9 ff.^)
or to the famous description of the prospect at Hagley Park {SpTing950
ff.), often to the exclusion of anything else,^ In the process, Thomson's
poetry is seen in service to the aristocracy, as a validator of the
"landscape of property," in Elizabeth Helsinger's phrase,' or of the

* James Thomson, Tbt Siasons, ed. James Sambrook (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981). All
quotations from The Seasons ate by season, then line number, from this edition.
^ The Thames passage is referred to by Stephen Daniels, Fields of Vision:Landscape Imagety and
National Identity in Fngfand and the United States (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993),
130, and "Goodly Prospects: English Estate Portraiture, 1670-1730," Mtpping the Landscape:
EssttysonArtandCartogri^fy, ed. Nicholas Alfrey and Stephen Daniels (Nottingham:University
Art Gallery, Castle Museum, 1990), 9; Elizabeth K. Helsinger, "Land and National
Representation in Britain," Prospects forthe Nation: Recent Essays in Britishhandsale 1750-1880,
ed. Michael Rosenthal, Christiana Payne, and Scott Wilcox (New Haven: Yale University
Press,1997), 18; Michael Rosenthal,"Landscape as High Art," GloriousNatnrelBritishLandscctpe
Painting 1750-1850, ed. Katherine Baetjer (New York: Hudson Hills Press, 1993), 17;Hugh
Prince, "Art and Agrarian Change," The Iconoffophy of Landsctpe: Essays on the Symbolic
Representation, Design and Use of Past Environments, ed. Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels
(Cambridge: Cambridge Utiiversity Press, 1988), 102; Simon Schama, Landscc^e and Memory
(New York: Knopf, 1996), 355; and Malcolm Andrews, The Searchfor tbePicturesque:Landscape
Aesthetics and Tourism in Britain 1760-1800, (London: Scolar, 1989) 16. Hagley Park appears
in Andrews, Search 22; Mark RoskiU, The Languages ofLandscape (University Park: Pennsylvania
State University Press, 1997), 24; and Nigel Everett, The Tory Viewof Landscape (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1994), 28. John Barrell studies the two passages in detail in The Idea of
Landscape and the Sense of Place 1750-1840: An Approach to the Poetry of John Clare (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1972), 14-20, 27-30. Others who more generally identify
Thomson with early eighteenth-century attitudes include Malcolm Andrews, Landscape and
Western Art (Oxford:Oxford University Pres, 1999), 68; Michael Rosenthal, "The Rough and
the Smooth: Rural Subjects in Later-Eighteenth-Century Art," Prospects for the Nation: Recent
Essays in British Landscape 1750-1880, ed. Michael Rosenthal, Christiana Payne, and Scott
Wilcox ^ew Haven: Yale University Press, 1997), 42; KatUeen Nicolson, "Naturalizing
Time/Temporalizing Nature: Turner's Transformations of Landscape Painting," Glorious
NaturelBritish Landsccpe Painting 1750-1850, ed. Katherine Baetjer (New York: Hudson Hills
Press, 1993), 32;Elizabeth Barlow Rogers, Landsccpe Design: ACulturalandArcbitecturalHistoy,
^ew York: Abrams, 2001) 237; Denis Cosgrove, Social Formation and Symbolic Landsccfie
(Madison: University ofWisconsin Press,1998), 230; David Ftaser,'"Fields ofRadiance': The
Scienufic and Industrial Scenes of Joseph Wright," The Iconogrcphy ofLandscipe: Essays on the
SymboBc Representation, Design and Use of Past Environments, ed. Denis Cosgrove and Stephen
Daniels (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 122;and John Barrell, TbeDarkSide
oftheLandsape:ThePi»ralPoorinEngfshPainting 1770-M40(Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1980).
' Helsinger 30n2 attributes the phrase "Landscape of Property" to Benedict Anderson,
Imagned Communities: Reflectionson the OrignandSpre^ofNationai'sm (London: Verso, 1983), 22,
but I am unable to fmd the reference in this source.
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"Tory view of landscape," in Nigel Everett's.'' These readings limit and
oversimplify Thomson's work, but at the same time their methodology
offers new directions for understanding Thomson's centrality in the
arts of the eighteenth century.
Whatisiinmediately striking is that these observations occurin art
history, garden history, and cultural geography, for evaluation of
Thomson by literary critics has almost ceased.^ The little criticism of
Thomson's landscapes in the later twentieth century has appeared to
come to a dead end—or two dead ends, that might be called formalist
and topographical. The formalist evaluations of Thomson's pictorialism have generally concentrated on establishing painting sources for
Thomson's descriptive poetry and have concluded that Thomson was
borrowing, with varying degrees of success, specificlandscape painters'
conceptions of die natural world. In these discussions, the compari
sons of painting and poetry emphasize content and technical arrange
ment of the scenes (extended plains in the distance, coulisses of plants
and trees framing the foreground, a middle ground of precipices, ruins.

" Everett 28,38.
' Except for the work of James Sambrook {James Thomson, 1700-1748: Ufe [Oxford:
Ckrendon Press, 1991], as well as modern editions of The Seasons and Liberp, The Castk of
Indolence, and Olher Poems[Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1986]) and MaryJane Scott,James Thomson,
Anglo-Sctyt(Athetis-. University ofGeorgia Press, 1988), few articles and no book-length studies
of Thomson have appeared for at least twenty years. Recent readings of Thomson, as parts
of extended studies by Shaim Irlam {filations: The Poetics of Enthusiasm in Eighteenth-Centuty
Sublime [Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999]) and Lisa M.Steinman (MastersofRepetition:
Poetry, Culture, and Work in Thomson, Wordsworth, Shelly, and Emerson [New York: St. Martin's,
1998]), deal only tangentially with Thomson's pictorialism. Steinman's subjectis the changing
role of the poet and places Thomson in "dialogue with voices from the past" (16), especially
Milton's, and concludes his scenes are "described in language authorked not by divine
inspiration nor by the natural and political worlds he claims to describe and address, but by
his literary predecessors" (22). Irlam's subject is poetic inspiration and the language of
sensibility—the "idioms of Enthusiasm and a rhetoric of Heaven, or an aesthetics of
messiaitism in eighteenth-century aesthetic reckonings" (1)—and he focuses "on a persistent
strain of otherworldliness in The Seasons that is in stark contrast to and often in conflict with
mimetic and loco-descriptive exigencies that seem to mark the poem's surface and for which
the poem has most often been admired" (25-26). Oscar Kenshur argues the Hagley Park
passage combines elements of the sublime ("the broken Landskip" and the infinite horizon)
with a "movement by degrees" that he identifies as signaling order, but he is interested in the
"paradoxical nature...of chaos" in Thomson that serves a "theodicean purpose," not in the
pictorial nature of the scene (0/>e» Eorm and theShape of Ideas[Lewisburg: Bucknell University
Press, 1986], 93,95).
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or town,) and special effects of light, color, movement, or stasis.® John
Barrell's detailed analysis of the Hag)ey and Thames prospects in The
Idea of Landscape and the Sense of Place (1972), in which he compares the
syntax ordering Thomson's language with the "habit of seeing
l^dscape as arranged into die sort of compositional patterns employed
by Qaude and his followers," is probably as far as the formalist
approach can go, and no one seems to have taken up the task since
then.^
The "topographical" line, which investigates, for example, what
Ralph Cohen says "one actually saw from Hagley Hall," insists that the
inspection of an actual landscape reveals the rationale for Thomson's
descriptive technique.® Cohen relies on Hugh Miller's account in 1845
of a visit to Hagley Hall and credits him with having "destroyed the
fiction of the painting analogy of Hagley Parld'' in Miller's observation
that the "amazing overpowering multiplicity" in the view explains why
Thomson's "description, in even the hands of a master, sinks into mere
enumeration."'® More recendy, Mary Jane W Scott shifts the idea of
actual landscape to Scodand, arguing that Thomson "drew from
Scottish descriptive conventions...[and] personal experience of
Scottish life and landscape" in his poetry. That familiar Hagley scene,
as well as the prospect over the Thames, are thus "catalogued in the
manner often found in Scottish poetry rather than depicted in detail.'"'

' See for example Elizabeth Manwaring, JtaBan LanJsa^ in Eighteenth Centmy England (New
York: Russell and Russell, t925); Christopher Hussey, The Picturesque:Studies in a Pointof View
(1927; Hamden: Archon, 1967); Jean H. Hagstrum, The Sister Arts (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 195^; Patricia M. Spacks, The Varied God: A CriticalStu^ of Thomson's The
Seasons (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1959); Jeffry R Spencer, Heroic Nature
(Evanston; Northwestern University Press, 1973); John Barrell, Idea ofLandsccqir, and John
Dixon Hunt, The Figtcrein the Landsccqte:Poet^ Painting, and Gardening duringthe Eighteenth Century
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976).
' Barrel!, Idea ofhandsctfe 7. It should be noted t^t Barrell has moved beyond this sort of
formalist analysis, most influentially in his The Hctrk Side <f the Landscape (1986) in which he
insists that no %ure in a landscape can ever be neutral, thus placing paintings into
contemporary social and economic structures.
" Ralph Cohen, The Unfolding of The Seasons (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,
1970), 72. In this impulse, Cohen follows numerous nineteenth-century guidebooks that
purported to take the traveller to exactly the spots Thomson described, including detailed
maps and even compass readings.
' Ralph Cohen, The Art of Discrimination (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1964), 219.
Quoted in Cohen, Discrimination 218.
" Scott, 145,129.
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Accotding to this atgument, Thomson's description should be
evaluated againstactuallandscapes or conventions for describing actual
landscapes, which ultimately results in uninteresting evaluations of
how accurately Thomson described.
Both the formalist and the topographical approaches focus simply
on what is described and how the description is organized. But why
something should be described and what meanings the descriptive
passage, or the landscape on which it appears to be based, might
communicate have largely been ignored by literary critics. This is
where the art historians and geographers come in. Their iconographical approach to landscape—insisting that landscape is (and was) a
"text" or discourse to be interpreted—^presents exciting new ways of
understanding the English obsession. In a brilliant summary of
iconography in theintroduction to their Iconopraply ofLandscape, cultural
geographers Denis Cosgrove and Stephen Daniels trace twentiethcentury iconographical studies to art historians Aby Warburg and
Erwin Panofsky. Quoting Panofsky's aim of "reading Svhat we see'"
in a work of art in order to ascertain "those underlying principles which
reveal the basic attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or
philosophical persuasion,Cosgrove and Daniels aim to "explicate
more fully the status of landscape as image and symbol and in doing so
establish common ground between practitioners from a variety of
different disciplines concerned with landscape and culture: geography,
fine art, literature^ social history and anthropology.""
This iconographic "reading what we see" is, of course, not new.
It has its roots in medieval and Renaissance use of symbol and allegory
in literature and the plastic arts, and in the biblical exegesis called
typology, which traced "types" of Old Testament stories in the New
Testament, and which led to paintings of Old Testament stories
intended as avatars of New Testament incidents and theology. Our

"Quoted in Cosgrove and Daniels, 2-3, from Erwin Panofsky,"Iconography and Iconology:
An Introduction to the Study of Renaissance Art," in Erwin Panofsky, Meaningin the Visual
Arts (Garden City: Doubleday, 1955), 51-81. Cosgrove and Daniels discuss the distinction
Panofsky makes between iconology (the identificadon of conventional symbols) and ieonoggapfy
(a deeper level of meaning), but prefer iconograptr/ as a term that can communicate the post
modern sense that stability of meaning is illusory and that any readings are simply "further
glosses upon an already deeply layered text" (8).
" Cosgrove and Daniels, 1.
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"readings" of the art and literature of the eighteenth century should
therefore attempt to understand what the period said it saw when it
looked at pictures and read poetry, particularly what they thought was
happening when they spoke of the parallels of the "Sister Arts."" Such
a study reveals that Thomson is not merely an exemplar of early
eighteenth-century attitudes toward landscape, but in fact is toa very
great extent responsible for the attitudes toward landscape after 1726.
Thomson taught the public what to see in landscape—^how to readit,
whether poetic, painterly, or actual landscapes. This is perhaps his
greatest contribution to eighteenth-century poetry, and is one of the
reasons Dr.Johnson creditshim with teachinghow to see: "The reader
of the Seasons^ondct^ that he never saw before what Thomson shews
him." Johnson consequently identifies The Seasons7^ a "new kind" of
poetry.^^ But Thomson should also be recognized for his contribution
to eighteenth-century aesthetics: he taught how to see landscape
painting as well, and contributed to the elevation of landscape in the
hierarchy of painting.
The habit of mind that "read" Uterature or pictures on multiple
levels was well established by the beginning of the eighteenth century.
As Remy G. Saisselin demonstratedin an early essay on the growth of
art criticism in eighteenth-century France, painting became so thor
oughly understood as silent poetry that it could be considered as text
to be read. Saisselin attributes this blurring of the traditional boundaries
of literatureand painting to the rise of art critics who were literary men,
not artists, and who 'looked at paintings as if they were texts, as if they
were literature in the form of images." "Because they thought pictures
were another form of writing, I'ecriture enforme depeinture, they expected
paintings to scr^ something." Their art criticism created a new way of
seeing pictures, not as painters or art critics grounded in art theory
would see, but as writers see, approaching another medium with the

"This method is similar towhat Clifford Geertz called "thick description"("setting down the
meaningparticular socialactions have for theactors whose actions they are") and "diagnosis,"
or our analysis of what the thick description reveals about the society in which the actions are
found ("TTiick Description: Toward an Interpretative Theory of Culture," The Interpretation
of Cultures: Selected Essegs [New York: Basic Books, 1973], 27). Quoted in Cosgrove and
Daniels, 4.
" Samuel Johnson, "Thomson," Urn of the English Poets, 2 vols., ed. Arthur Waugh (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1906), 2: 376,367.
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tools of their own. Saisselin concludes: "By the end of the century
most of the arts had come to be regarded as aspects of a general theory
of language."'® Thus, art during the eighteenth century became
increasingly judged as one might judge literature—as text, as discourse.
What Saisselin asserts about the poetry-painting analogy in France
is also true in eighteenth-century England, though the change occurs
earlier. The seventeenth century had seen a burst of interest in the
visual arts. The example of Charles I as a connoisseur, the amateurs
who returned from the Grand Tour, but especially the availability of
reproductions of great art and architecture all developed a new
appreciation." Anthony Ashley Cooper, third Earl of Shaftesbury,
believed that the invention of prints and etchings was equivalent in
importance to the invention of printing as a means of framing the
public taste'® Moreover, this interestwas encouraged and heightened
by the numbers of art manuals beingpublished. Almost all the Engjlish
manuals and nearly all the translations of earlier French or Latin
manuals appeared after the Restoration. They were immediately
popular and some were into eighth and tenth editions by 1725. The
manuals were of two basic types: practical treatises for painters dealing
with technical problems of how to draw and deal with perspective and
shadow or how to mix and prepare paints, and treatises to teach
connoisseurs how to look at paintings and which painters to admire.
As time went on, the primarily practical treatises were superseded by
the aesthetic treatises and the audience for the art manuals seems to
have become more general.
Even the earliest practical treatises addressed to painters rather
than viewers reveal the assumption of painting as discourse: "Poesieis
a speaking Picture, and Picture is a silent Poesie" William Sanderson
writes in 1658, paraphrasing the Renaissance commonplace about the

"Remy G. Saisselin, 'Taintingand Writing; From the Poetry of Painting to the Writing of the
Dessitt Ideal" The EighUenih Centmy 20.2 (1979): 127,129,146.
" See Hetiry V. S. Ogden and Margaret S. Ogden, English Taste in Landsct^e in the Seventeenth
Centmy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1955), an important but surprisingly
ignored book on the background of the English obsession with landscape in the eighteenth
century.
Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl of Shaftesbury, Second Characters, or The Langnage of
Forms, ed. Benjamin Rand (1914; New York: Greenwood, 1969) 121.
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relationship of the two arts.^' This idea occurs again and again in
discussions of the Sister Arts and by the time of John Dryden's "A
Parallel of Poetry and Painting" preface to his translation of Du
Fresnoy (1695), English readers imderstood that painting and poetry
were so similar as to be sisters or even twins. The differences in genre
were largely ignored in such treatises;instead, the similarity of purpose,
to teach and to delight, was emphasized as well as the similarity of
means to achieve it. A painting was understood to teach in ways that
poetry taught and the art manuals for connoissems are primarily
treatises in how to read pictures. William Aglionby, in one of the
earliest English connoisseur treatises (1685), states his purpose for
writing in terms of painting as text: "Pictures have that singular
Ptiviledge, that though they seem Legible Books, yet they are perfect
Hterogfyphicks to the T^^^rand are all alike to them. Tis to remedy in
some measure, this Misfortune of so noble an Art, that I have taken the
pains."^ By 1749,in a treatise so elementary that its audience is clearly
a very general pubKc, the discourse of all the visual arts is explicit: "It
is not possible that the grossest Eyesj, seeing every Day Master-pieces
of Sculpture and Painting, having before them the most regular and
magnificent Edifices; that Geniuses, I say the least disposed to Virtue
and the Graces, after reading ^otks nobly conceived, and delicately
expressed, should not catch a certain Habitude of Order, Grandure and
Delicacy" (italics mine).^^
While treating painting and poetry as discourse to be read,
however, the connoisseur treatises use the analogy of the language of
painting and the language of poetry in strictly metaphoric terms.
Having stated that words are analogous to the colors of painting and
that both are like the instruments in music, the anonymous author of
Polite Arts makes dear that viewers should be more interested in the
ideas communicated by each art, the "Habitude of Order, Grandure
and Delicacy," not in the tools of communication. This is why
twentieth-century readers who sought to identify spedfic formalist

" William Sanderson, Graphia:The Use of Pen and Pencil (London, 1658), 13.
^ William Aglionby, Painting Illustratedin Three Dialogues ContainingSome ChoiseObservations sspou
the Art (London, 1685), hr-v.
" The PoliteArts, or A Dissertation on Poetry, Painting, Musick, Architecture andEloqteence (London,
1749), 2.
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equivalents between the techniques of the arts have found ingenious
but ultimately artificial parallels between, for instance, the heroic
couplet and the pillars of a Palladian building, or superficial observa
tions about the presence or absence of certain colors or light effects in
particular poets and painters. The eighteenth-century "reader" of
pictures and poetry did not, as the art treatises show, have that Idnd of
formalist analogy in mind. The eighteenth-century connoisseur
emphasized the message, not the medium, and assumed that the
primary aim of any art \ras to commurricate ideas
What ideas did the connoisseur expect to read in art? The art
manuals available at the beginning of the eighteenth century help us
understand, and we can somewhat follow the development of Thom
son's ideas about landscape by reading the manuals he read. Thom
son's own interestin painting and sculpture has beenwell documented.
Liberty and The Castle of Indolence, his other long poems, are full of
observations on the arts. The sales catalogue of his furniture and
library indicates that at his death he owned over eighty prints and
twelve art manuals, including four practical manuals, and evidence
suggests he was familiar with at least six other manuals.^ He knew or
owned, therefore, all the important books on the subject of painting
available at that time. It is to these manuals we should turn to discover
what Thomson and his audience perceived theintent of painting to be.
The defensive tone of the manuals is immediately obvious; the
authors are trying to demonstrate that painting should be considered
a noble art. The main impetus for the works that debate the merits of
poetry and painting, for example, seems to have been to show that
painting was as respectable as poetry.^ The major points of the

^AlanDugaldMcKiUop, The Background ofTbomson'sU&iettf (Houston: Rice Institute,1951),
60-71;A.N.L.Mtinby,ed.,'(JainesThomson,"J'«Jir<»»</Af«?CLe/!ferr,vol. 1 oiSakCatahgus
of theUbraries of Eminent Persons (London: Mansell with Sotheby Parke-Bemet, 1971), 45-66.
It should be clear from the discussion which follows that I dispute Ralph Cohen's
conclusion that "Throughout the eighteenth century, the analogy of descriptive poetry with
landscape paintingserved the purpose of poetry far more than that of painting." Cohen uses
primarily literary sources and insists that "Critics seiaed upon the authority of a century of
landscape painters to explain what classical criticism had minimiaed"(Discrimination193). The
art treatises I have investigated indicate that while the authority of history painting might be
appealed to, painting in general was not as highly regarded as poetry, and landscape painting
in particular was more often an embarrassment to the treatise writer insisting on the nobility
of the visual arts.
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demonstrations argue that painting is useful, that it is not superfluous,
that it can instruct. That painting was seen as a didactic art should be
no surprise to those familiar with Neoclassical aesthetics, but the
strength of the insistence on this opinion is remarkable. William
AgUonby, whose connoisseur treatise Thomson owned, argued that
painting is not mechanical (the most often heard charge against it as a
work of genius) and said his work would show the utility of painting:
it "entertains you with Silentlnstmctions."^* The idea of "Silent Instruc
tions" pervades the rest of the treatises From Charles Lamotte's 1730
treatise; which Thomson owned: "Now the Design and Intention of
both these Arts [painting and poetry]...is to move and effect the
Passions, to teach and instruct, and lastly to please and divert Man
kind."^ And from perhaps the most interesting of all the treatises
Thomson owned, since he subscribed to it and was a friend of its
author, George TurnbiJl: "The Design of all Art is toinstruct, delight,
and move."^ Indeed, TurnbuU urged that paintings be judged by how
well they accomplish this. These questions should be asked to deter
mine the worth of a picture:
What Influence hath it upon the Mind? Doth it instill great,
rare, beautiful, or delightful Ideas? Doth it spread the
Imagination, light up the Understanding, and set the Mind a
thinking? Doth it shew a fine Taste of Nature; an exalted
Idea of Beautyand Grace; and raise the Mind to the Concep
tion and Love of what is truly great, beautiful, and decent in
Nature, and in Artst^^
What sorts of "delightful Ideas"was the art of painting expected
to instiill? In general terms, Jonathan Richardson asserted that of "two
Men perfectly Equal in all other respects," the one who knows the
works of the best painters will "have nobler Ideas, more Love to his
Country, more moral Virtue, more Faith, more Piety and Devotion

24

Aglionby preface.
® Charles Lainotte,.<4/iExr^ Upon Poeliy andPrnxtiii^flandon, 1730), 15.
" George TurnbuU, Trtalia on Ancient PmnHng (London, 1740), 48.
^ TurnbuU 93.
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than the other; he shall be a more Ingenious, and a Better Man."^
When Richardson compared poetry and painting, he indicated the
range of ideas he felt various kinds of paintings could cotnmunicate.
His categories suggest the accepted divisions of painting: history
painting (Richardson's "Narration"), portraits (the "Image of Humane
Life"), and Landscape ("Descriptions").
Is it an Amusement, or an Employment worthy of a Gendeman to read Homer,Virgil, Milton, &c? the Works of the most
Excellent Painters have the like Beautiful Descriptions, the
like Elevation of Thought, and Raise, and Move the Passions,
Instruct, and Improve the Mind as These do. Is it worthy of
a Gendeman to Employ, or Divert Himself by reading
Thu(ydides, Uiy, Clarendon, &c? the Works of the most
Excellent Painters have the like Beauty of Narration, fill the
Mind with Ideas of the like Noble Events, and Inform,
Instruct, and Touch the Soul alike. Is it worthy of a Gende
man to read Horace, Terence, Shakespear, the Tatlers, and
Spectators, &c? The Works of the most Excellent Painters do
also Thus give us an Image of Humane life, and fill our
Minds with Useful Reflections, as well as Diverting Ideas; all
these Ends are answer'd, and oftentimes to a greater degree
than any other way.^'
But clearlyliterature and paintings are to do more than merely present
ideas. The art treatises of the period expected that human behavior
would be changed: "they not only teach, persuade and convince, but
they actually infuse good Passions into the Mind, and work upon it in
a wholsome, virtuous Manner, that leaves it an excellent Temper not
easily effaced or corrupted."^
The teaching and improving potential of history paintings was
faidy obvious. Paintings which presented historical, biblical, or
mythological events were even called by writers such as TurnbuU

™ Jonathan Richardson,.^* E.sstg on the Theoey rfPiaatittg, 2™* ed (London, 1725), 13.
^'Jonathan Richardson, Tmo Discomes (London, 1719),
™ TurnbuU, 183.
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"moral Pictures'*'' since their subjects were so narrathrely didactic
Roger de Piles observed in 1695 that "beholding the Pictures wherein
those noble Deeds are represented, we find our selves stung with a
Desire of endeavoring somewhat, which is like that Action, there
express'd."'^ Richardson was convinced that Raphael, for example,
could paint "some Noble History,...as Whoever saw it with Genius,
and Attention, should treasure up in his Mind an Idea that should
always give him Pleasure^ and be a Wiser, and Better Man all his Life
after""
Thomson appears to refer to such heroic paintings in many of the
long narrative sections of The Seasons, and his use of the narratives
parallels the aims of such stories in history paintings. The story of
Ruth and Boas (the Biblical source of Thomson's tale of Palemon and
Lavinia in Autum^ was often presented; Poussin painted one version.
Both Thomson and Poussm glorify the virtue of benevolence. The
dramatic situation in the narrative of Musidora and Damon in Summer
was familiar through paintings of Susanna caught bathing by the elders
(Tintorettc^ Thomson owned an engraving of this) and Diana caught
bathing by Actaeon (Titian). The painters were not only interested in
presenting the female nude; they also stressed the moral content of the
stories. The story of Susanna, for example, celebrates virtue and the
civilized checking of one's passions—themes Thomson, too, celebrates
in his version. Thomson's substantial catalog of engravings and
drawings demonstrates his interest in mythological, heroic, and
religious subjects; perhaps five prints do not fall in these categpri.es."
By alluding to such paintings, Thomson was reminding his
audience of ideas which had been presented to them before; knowing
the iconography of thesekinds of paintings, but not necessarily specific
ones, would enrich the reader's understanding of the poem. This
mutual assistance of poetry and painting is a commonplace in the art
manuals. Richardson asserts.
"Tufnbull,183.
^ Roger de Piles, "Observauons on the Art of Patntit^' The Art tf PainUng, by Charies
Alpbonse du Fresnoy, 2^ ed. (London, 1725) 106.
" Richardson, Tvo Disamts 36.
^ The only engravings without obvious historical, religious, or mythological content appear
to be Titian's Leufy (unidentified) and four genre pieces by Carlo Maratti: The Harvest, The
Vivloff, The Bam Flooded,and Ti6« Eariy Spring
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By conversing with the Works of the Best Masters our
Imaginations are Impregnated with Great, and Beautiful
Images, which present themselves on all occasions in
Reading an Author, or ruminating upon some great Action
Ancient, or Modern; Every thing is Rais'd, every thing
Improv'd from what it would have been otherwise. Nay
those Lovely Images widi which our Minds are thus stor'd
rise There continually, and give us Pleasure With or Without
any particular Application.^^
More interesting than these narratives are the numerous personifi
cations which occur throughout The Seasons; some are presented in
specific enough pictorial terms that later readers have asstomed painting
sources can be found. The personifications are closely related to the
iconography taught by history paintings, in which heroic, religious, or
pastoral ideas were communicated through historical or mythological
figures placed in a landscape which reinforced the moral content of the
action dramatized. The most important art manual for these allegor
ized figures was CesareRipa's Novalconolqgia (1593,2^ illus. ed., 1603),
well known in England in its Italian original even before the 1709
English translation and certainly known to Thomson through his copy
of Charles Le Brun's A Method to Team to Design the Passions(1734). Le
Brun's work, written in French in 1698, was a close adaptation of the
Ripa manual. It contains engravings of heads in various emotional
states (admiration, hatred, anger, jealousy) and lengthy verbal explana
tions of how such passions should be depicted (flared nostrils, creased
forehead, and red eyes for anger, for example). Ripa's work also
contains full-figure representations and includes more traditional
allegorical figures—Peace, Liberty, Justice, and the like. The vigor of
the Ripa tradition is obvious in the art manuals. Nearly all the treatise^
practical as well as aesthetic, either refer to his work specifically or
freely borrow from it. Even Joseph Spence's Poljmetisoi 1747 (which
Thomson and Turnbull subscribed to) is in the Riparian tradition,
although its stated aim was to correct "instances of improper and
unnatural allegories, in this work of Cavalier Ripa."^' What Spence
" Richardson, Tm Discourses 204.
^Joseph Spence, Polymtis (London, 1747), 294.
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produced is another collection of allegorized figures, but his are based
on Roman and Greek models.
Reading Ripa and Spence, one is struck by how many of the
personifications which \\^ilk the landscape of The Seasons are in the
tradition of allegorical iconography. By a few simple phrases, Thom
son could recall to his readersa ^ complement of ideas from the Ripa
tradition, as in the following p>ersonifications of the seasons:
From brightening Fields of Ether fair disdos'd.
Child of the Sun, refulgent SUMMER comes.
In pride of Youth, and felt thro' Nature's Depth:
He comes attended by the sultry Hours,
And ever-fanning Bree^;es, on his Way;
While, from his ardent Look, the turning SPRING
Averts her blushful Face; and Earth, and Sides,
AU-smiling, to his hot Dominion leaves. {Rummer 1-8)
SEE, WINTER comes, to rule the vary'd Year,
Sullen, and sad, with aU his rising Train;
Vapours,
Clouds, zaA. Storms. Be these my Theme:
These, that exalt the Soul to solemn Thought,
And heavenly Musing. (lF7aiferl-5)
Besides the specific pictorial detail Thomson gives here, his readers
would also have been aware of the traditional images of Summer os a
hot-blooded youth, of Spring as a young maiden, and of Winter as a
hoary old man or a melancholic philosopher. Even such details as
SummeH "sultryHoar/' and "ever-fanningBrfe^i?/' and WinteFs "rising
Train" of "Vapours, and Clouds, and Stormd' had been pictured in
various Riparian manuals. Thomson's first illustrator, William Kent
(better known now as a landscape architect), in his engravings for the
1730 quarto edition, emphasizes exactly this tradition. The frontis
pieces are highly mannered allegories, not naturalistic landscapies, with
the figures of the individual Seasons striding in the sky as if they had
just walked in from a Riparian manual. Thus, the first artistic "read
ings" of the landscapes of The Seasons emphasized the traditional
iconographic tradition.
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Similar personificaticais of Nature, Philosophy, Melancholy, and
other abstractions, and elements of the physical world such as rivers,
cities, and the sun also represent a kind of visual shorthand to remind
readers of a whole complex of ideas and images they know from
elsewhere Personification, understood in the context of painting and
engraving, is thus an important pictorial and visual device, and is
underscored by Thomson's use of initial capitals for common nouns,
encouraging the reader to read such nouns as proper names.^' To the
eighteenth-century readei; personifications would not have been vague,
abstract, and unrealistic, as we tend to regard them. The eight
eenth-century reader, having been taught to see ideas in allegorical
forms, could more completely visualize a figure from scanty details and
would recognize it as much more than an abstraction in human form.
Donald Davie observed in 1952 that "Thomson could count on
finding in his readersa ready allegorical imagination, such as seems lost
to us today."^®
The Riparian tradition is related to the eighteenth-century idea of
idealizing and improving. "It must be an Idea of Perfection, from which
both the Epiqm Poet, and the Histo^ Painter dtaws," Dryden urged.^'
And ar t man uals directed p ainters to pick out the most perfect
elements of human nature in order to provide a perfect whole, though
it would be necessary, for example, to take features from many women
in order to paint the idea of female beauty. Such works as those of
Ripa and Le Brun, by emphasizing general ways of showiug the
passions rather than the idiosyncratic responses of individual people,
encouraged a system of normalized expression. A painter would use
certain gestures and postures to indicate various emotional states and

"James Samhrook,Thomson's most recent editor, points out that Thomson's first versions
of the Seasons capitalized initial letters of nouns. Around 1730, he shifted to lower case in both
his letters and editions of The Seasons. By 1735, he abandoned the new fashion and in 1744
"it is clear that the author intended to have consistent initial capitals for common nouns"
{Seasons Ixxxvi).
" Donald Davie, Puritf of Diction in En^h Verse (London: Chatto & Windus, 1952), 40. See
Earl R. Wasserman, 'The Inherent Values of Eighteenth Century Personification, PMLA 65
(1950): 435-63, for a similar conclusion about personification based on different evidence.
"John Dryden,"Preface of the Translator with a Parallel of Poetry and Painting" (1695), The
Art of Painting, by Charles Alphonse du Ftesnoy,
ed. (London, 1725), xx.
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a viewer cotild then quickly identify them.'"' Thomson's fciend
TurnbuU acknowledged the existence of such conventional expressions,
calling them a "universal Language" to be read in the discourse of
painting: "Tis true, the Painter only represents outward Features,
Gestures, Airs, and Attitudes; but do not these, by an universal
Language, mark the different Affections and Dispositions of the Mind?
What Charactei; what Passion, what Movement of the Soul, may not
be thus most powerfully e^ressed by a sldlful Hand?"^'
These normalized ejqjressions account for much of what the art
manuals state can be read in portraits. "Painting gives us not only the
Persons, but the Characters Great Men The Air of the Head, and
the Mien in general, gives strong Indications of the Mind, and
illustrates what the Historian says more expressly, and particularly.'"*^
Richardson believed not only that in viewing portraits of others "Men
are excited to imitate the Good Actions, and persuaded to shun the
Vices of those whose Examples are thus set before them" but that in
viewing idealized portraits of themselves they "are often secretly
admonish'd by the faithful Friend in their own Breasts to add new
Graces to them by Praise-worthy Actions, and to avoid Blemishes, or
deface what may have happen'd, as much as possible, by a future good
Conduct.'"*^ While Thomson's poem contains no pictorial portraits,
the narrative accounts he gives of noteworthy men have Ae same
didactic impulse: Peter the Great, Newton, Lyttelton, and others are
heroes to be mutated. And his audience would have assumed the
portraits function in this way because of what they had been taught to
expect from portraiture
The pervasiveness of this habit of "reading" the messages of
tiormalized expressions is evident in a third art form, theater Descrip
tions of acti^ style from the period sound like Riparian manuals, and
actors ttainmg consisted of learning a repertoire of set stances and
expressions "deemed appropriate to a whole class of roles rather than

* For an excellent discussion of the use
"The Art of Painting the Passions,"
« TurnbuU, 147.
® Richardson, Esiiff, 10.
Richardson, Essi^, 14-15.

j,

gestures, see Brewster Rogerson,
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the imbuing of each individual with the spirit of his unique part."''^
Thomson was the author of six plays, all produced by the leading
theatrical companies, and drama appears to have taken most of his time
from 1736 on. He was a close friend of James Quin, considered the
greatestactor of the period, though his set poses and highly predictable
"rants" came to be seen as old fashioned after David Garrick intro
duced a more natural and familiar style after 1742. (Quin took the tide
roles in Thomson's Agamemnon and Coriolanus, a part Thomson wrote
for him; Garrick starred in Thomson's Tancred and Sigismunda)
Thomson and his readers were steeped in a theatrical tradition of
gestures that reinforced the habit of "reading" the iconography of
paintings and poetry.
Thomson's audience thus had fairly definite ideas about what
history paintings and portraits should look like and what they should
leam from them. They were, however, uncertain about landscape.
Ann Bertningham notes that painters in this period also avoided
landscape: "Before mid-century, British artists as well as the authors
and publishers of drawing books were more taken up with portraiture
and figure painting than with landscape...[which] appears to have had
limited ar tistic o r co mmercial ap peal."^^ If treatise writers were
defensive about painting because of charges that it was a frivolous art,
they could at least find ways that history paintingand portraiturecould
instruct by example. But landscape was much harder to defend—and
in fact, it is defended only in isolated paragraphs until after Thomson's
time Considered to be the lowest order of painting, landscapes were
eady viewed as quite thoroughly ornamental. William Salmon's sole

"Marionjones, "Actors and Repertory,"TbeRtvelsHistoryofDramainEngBsh: 1660-1750, eds.
John Loftis, Richard Southern, Marionjones, and A. H. Scouten (London: Metheun, 197Q,
142. Bertram Leon Joseph, Elizabethan Acting (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1951),
argues that Elizabethan actingwas based on the conventions of rhetorical delivery—citingthe
diagrams and descriptions of rhetorical gestures in John Bulwer's Cbinhga and Cbinnmia,
published together in 1644,which bear a strikingresemblance toRipa's Iconohg^ illustratiotis.
John Russell Brown, Shakespeare's Elaps in Petfortnance (New York: St Martin's, 1967), feels
Joseph overstates the case, insisting that the Elizabethan audience saw a distinction between
rhetor and actot For a good survey of how the acting conventions develop in Restoration
and eighteenth-century acting styles, see Leigh Woods, Garrick Claims the Stage: Acting as Social
Emblem in Eighteenth-Century England (WestporC Greenwood, 1984).
Ann Bermingham, Learning to Drann Studies in the Cultural History of a Polite and Useful Art
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000), 92.
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comment on landscapes in the most popular practical manual of the
late seventeendi century (1685), 'Upon Chtmny-pieces, put only
Landsldps, for they chiefly adorn,'""' is characteristic of the way in
which they were dismissed as serious works. William Aglionby (1685)
discussed landscapes only as ornaments in history painting. Charles du
Fresnoy's vca^otX&rsliArtofPaintingiyilS), translated by Dryden, does
not mention landscape painting at all.'*^ Jean Baptiste Dubos explained
in 1719 that the reason landscapes affect us so littie is that there is
nothing to engage our minds. For this reason, he says, landscape
painters put people in their scenes: "they commonly present us with
figures that think, in order to make us think; they paint men hurried
with passions, to the end that ours may be also raised."^
Defenders of landscape painting thus had to find ways to explain
what landscapes taught. Some treatise writers chose to show that
landscape painting could be useful in practical ways. Charles Lamotte
has a good statement of this in 1730 as he lists the ways in which
painting is superior to poetry. Painting is much better in those cases
when ideas are difficult to convey in words: in geography because it
can provide maps, in mathematics because it can draw geometric
figures, in mechanics because it can present detailed diagrams of
military machines, and
in Garderting and Architecture; take the most elegant
Description you can find in Verse or Prose, nay, take the
Account that Pliny the Younger gives of his own Gardens,
which is reckoned a Masterpiece in its Kind, and is so minute
and exact, that some have thought the writer made it with a
Design to part with them; yet how vastly short will this fall of
the Ideas which a fine Draught or Picture shall convey to the
Mind?^'

* William Salmon, Vol^^bice, 5* ed. (London,1685) 197.
" Charles Alphonse du Fresnoy, The Art of Painting, 2^ ed. (London, 1725).
•" Jean Baptiste Dubos, Critical Rpectioni on Poetrjt, Painting and Music, tians. Thomas Nugent
(1719; London, 1748), 45.
" Lamotte 40.
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But this approach hardly offered landscapes as something to
engage the mind, no matter how much the viewer might be astonished
at the detail. For landscape painting to be elevated in the eady
eighteenth century, it had to be shown that landscape could instruct
and excite the mind to large ideas. And before Thomson, the art
treatises give only vague indications.
The firstpossibility ofwhatlandscape might signify was suggested
by William Sanderson in 1658. After a long description of a natural
landscape which includes Mt. Vesuvius, a fire, and floods, Sanderson
has his traveller turn "his back firom all, with religious Contemplation.
That in such varieties of Prospect, contrarieties in Nature and affection;
Fire and Water, Hills and Vales, barren and fmitfull. Trees, and Medows;
Heaven, and Forth, all should concurre in beautifull Objects, and
Ornaments oi delight, to Gods glory, and content to the Creature"'" The
traveller feels a religious awe in the beauty and variety of God's
creation before him, but he was contemplating an actual view rather
than a landscape painting. Closely related to this are Addison's
observations in 1712 on the pleasures of the imagination: "a spacious
Horizon is an Image of Liberty" and "We are flung into a pleasing
Astonishment at such unbounded Views."" Addison is also discussing
the pleasures which arise from objects actually before our eyes. When
he discusses Secondary Pleasures, he confines himself to those which
arise from "Ideas raised by Words,"^^ saying merely that what he says is
applicable to painting and statuary.
The firststrong statement ofwhatlandscapepaintingtaeasas comes
from Roger de Piles (1699), in a manual that Thomson owned:
If Painting be a sort of Creation, 'tis more sensibly so in
Landskps than in any other kind of Pictures. We see there
Nature rising out of her Chaos, the Elements separated, the
Earth adorn'd with her various Productions, and the Heav
ens with their Stars. This sort of Painting contains all the
others in little, and therefore the Painter, who exercises it.

"Sanderson, 9.
" Joseph Addison, SpeOator 412, The Spectator, ed. G. Gregory Smith (London, 1907).
Addison, Spectator, 416.
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ought to have an universal Knowledge of the parts of his
Art."

But de Piles is unusual. In 1725 Richardson only observed that" Tis
this Beauty and Harmony which gives us so much Pleasure at the Sight
of Natural Picture^ a Prospect, a fine Sky, a Garden, &c. and the
Copies of these [i.e., paintings], which renew the Ideas of 'em, are
consequendy Pleasant."" Although Richardson here anticipates what
was to become the later eighteenth-century practice of seeing the
natural world in terms of paintings ("Natural Pictures"), he foiand
landscape paintings at that earlier time merely "Pleasait."
RiAardson did allow "some Degree of Merit in a Picture where
Nature is Exacdy copy'd." But he preferred landscapes by the Italians
and the Ancients because they showed improved nature, and the idea
of perfection could then er^age the mind:
they have not Servilely foUow'd Common Nature, but Rais'd,
and Improv'd, or at least have always made the Best Choice
of it. This gives a Dignity to a Low Subject...Common
Natureis no more fit for a Picture than plain Narration is for
a Poem: A Painter must raise his Ideas beyond what he sees,
and form a Model of Perfection in his Own Mind which is
not to be found in Reality; but yet Such a one as is Probable,
and Rational.®'
George Turnbull's statements on landscape painting are particu
larly important since they are likely to be opinions Thomson agreed
with. The two had known each other since Edinburgh University, and
may h ave dev eloped th eir i deas together; T homson, at an y rate,
subscribed to Turnbull's 1740 Treatise on Ancient Painting. Tumbull, like
Richardson, agreed that landscapes must be above the common order
of things in order to have "a wonderful Effect upon the Mind," but he
suggested a typically Enlightenment approach to give dignity to the low
subject of landscape painting. Using eighteenth-century scientific

''Roger de Piles, The Art (^PmnHng, and the Lives of the Painters
^ Richardson, Essay,6.
" Richardson, Essi^,171-72.

London, 1706), 35.
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terminology, he argued that '^Landscapes are Samples or Experiments
in natural Philosophy: Because they serve to fix before our Eyes
beautiful Effects of Nature'sLaws, till we have fully admired them, and
accurately considered the Laws from which such visible Beauties and
Harmonies result." In this, Turnbidl and Thomson are part of the
current physico-theological argument from design.^ Among the many
natural laws that landscape painting demonstrates^, according to
Turnbull, are laws of optics such as "Modifications of Light and
Colours."^' Thomson uses this idea in his description of the sun
appearing after a spring shower. He first describes the light as it falls
on mountains and other parts of thelandscape in details that have been
considered Claudian:
Till, in the western Sky, the downward Sun
Looks out, effulgent, from amid the Flush
Of broken Clouds, gay-shifting to his Beam.
The rapid Radiance instantaneous strikes
Th' illumin'd Mountain, thro' the Forest streamy
Shakes on the Floods, and in a yellaw Mist,
Far smoakmg o'er th' interminable Plain,
In twinkling Myriads lights the dewy Gems {^pring 189—96)
But having described the scene he then investigates the scientific law
it reveals, explaining how the "visible Beauties and Harmonies result":
Here, awful NEWTON, the dissolving Clouds
Form, fronting on the Sun, thy showery Prism;
And to the sage-instmcted Eye unfold
The various Twine of Light, by thee disdos'd
From the white mingling Maze (^pring2Q^\7)

" Not surprisingly, Thomson owned Bishop Thomas Burnett's Sacred Theory of the Earth, an
important document in the argument, that served as a major source for scientific passages in
TheSeasom.
"Turnbull, 86,146,146. Scott believes that Thomson's Liberty "suggested the subject and
plan of Ancient Tainting' (24^ and that Thomson is the poet Turnbull refers to in Moral
Thilosrfiy as one who could "versify the beauties and laws of the universewhich Newton had
systematized" (245).
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Tumbull also asserts that landscape painting can show us the
harmony in nature. For Thomson, this naturallaw includes the law of
gravity, especially as a sign of God's love ordering all of nature,
including the courses of the planets and the seasons of the year.
WITH what an awful world-revolving Power,
Were first th' unwieldy Planets launch'd along
Th' illimitable Void! Thus to remain,...
Firm, unremitting, matchless in their Course;
To the kind-temper'd Change of Night and Day,
And of the Seasons ever stealing round,
Minutely faidiful: Such TH' ALL-PERFECT HANE^
That pois'd, impels, and rules the steady Whole. (Sum/fier 32-42)
An explication of the"beautiful Effects of Nature's Laws" is thus
the impetus behind those many scientific passages generally seen in
twentieth-century criticism as irrelevant digressions in an otherwise
descriptive poem. Interestingly, Thomson shows their context in the
language of landscape painting; his final use of the term "prospect" is
the hymn at the conclusion to Winter.
The ffeai eternal Scheme
Involving All, and in a perfect Whole
Uniting, as the Prospect wider spreads.
To Reason's Eye refin'd clears up apace. (Winter 1046-49)
Through scientific study, readers (and AUewers) will understand even
larger prospects than what are merely visible; they will see the harmony
and order of the world. But this appeal to"Reason's Eye" represents
a rationale for landscape that poets and viewers after Thomson did not
embrace For landscape to be elevated to the position it held at the end
of the eighteenth century, other aesthetic principles and iconographic
meanings had to be formulated, since the above excerpts from de Piles,
Richardson, Lamotte, TurnbuU, and the rest nearly exhaust what was
available in the treatises concerning the proper viewer response to
landscape painting at the time Thomson was writing.
Thomson's 1726 "Preface to Winterf in an echo of de Piles,
indicates how important he felt the works of nature to be as subjects
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of art, for they are "great, and serious. Subjects; such as, at once, amuse
the Fancy, enlighten the Head, and warm the Heart" (304).
I know no Subject more elevating, more amusing; more
ready to awake the poetical Enthusiasm, the philosophical
Reflection, and the moral Sentiment, than the Works of
Nature. Where can we meet such Variety, such Beauty, such
Magnificence? All that enlarges, and transports, the Soul?
What more inspiring than a calm, wide, Survey
ofThem?^®
The philosophical reflection and moral sentiment that a wide
survey of nature can give is well illustrated in the famous view from
Hagley Park which has been used in so many recent landscape studies:
Meantime you gain the Height, from whose fair Brow
The bursting Prospect spreads immeme around;
And snatch'd o'er Hill and Dale, and Wood and Lawn,
And verdant Field, and darkening Heath between.
And Villages embosom'd soft in Trees,
And spiry Towns by surging Columns marled
Of household smoak, your Eye excursive roams:
Wide-stretching from the Hall, in whose kind Haunt
The Hospitable
lingers still.
To Where the broken Landskip, by Degrees,
Ascending, roughens into rigid Hills;
O'er which the Cambrian Mountains, like far Clouds
That skirt the blue Horizon, dusky, rise. ifpring^'b^S-fsT)
This view was early seen as Claudian, but the evidence of Thomson's
library has not been adequately explored in this argument. Among the
eighty engravings and drawings heowned, not one Claude appears, and
nothing that could be called a pure landscape which he might be said
to have "copied." An extreme example of the implications of seeing
the passage in purely pictorial terms is Patricia Meyer Spacks's
''James Thomson, "Preface to WmUr" The Seasons, ed.James Sambrook (Oxford:Clarendon,
1981), 305.
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observation that the passage "has no particular meaning beyond the
pictorial," that it lacks an"ideational foundation."®' The echoes of late
seventeenth- and early eighteenth-century art treatisesin this statement
are remarkable: landscape is a low subject for painting because it does
not engage the mind; it is chiefly ornamental. But what is the ideation
al content of the passage? What does Thomson want the reader/view
er to read in the scene? What are the elevating sentiments which are to
enlarge and transport the soul?
At once, we feel the poet's exuberance in observing the immensity
of the scene: "The bmsting Prospect spreads immense around." The
reasons for his delight are bound up in his sense of the peace and
harmony of the landscape. Human beings and nature are functioning
together in a way that is advantageous to both: the villages are
"embosom'd soft in Trees," with the villages and the trees equally
appropriate in the scene. Human activity has in fact enhanced the
view, for people have worked the "verdant Field" and built the "spiry
Towns," and continued productivity is seen in the "household Smoak."
This is a strong statement of the eighteenth-century belief in the
harmony of man in nature.
The harmony of the scene comes from a wide variety of elements,
both natural and artificial, and emphasizes the order in diversity, the
discordia concors, which Thomson feels is inherent in the world. In this
passage, the order is obvious to the viewer's sometimes limited eye, but
the view which extends across the varied or "broken Landsldp" to the
Cambrian mountains in the distance suggests the universal or infinite
order which Thomson celebrates throughout The Seasons. The rough
and "rigid Hills" and mountains may be obstacle^ yet even they are a
necessary part of the order. In general, whenever Thomson seems to
pause and present what he c^s variously a "prospect," "scene,"
"landskip," or 'Shew," he does so with this kind of celebration in mind.
His extended vistas are always communicative of the harmony and
order he finds in the variety of nature as well as his awe and astonish
ment that it should be so
The "Hospitable Geniui' that lingers in the hall indicates that the
roots of this peace lie in Britain's past traditions and achievements.

' Spacks 106.
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both of the aristocraq?^ (represented by the estate's admired owner,
Lyttelton) and of the tillers of the Eelds and the builders of the cities.
Tlie "spiry Towns" indicate the role religion has played in this scene,
bodi visually and spiritually. And the view stretdies forward into a
distant and smoky future Humans in this landscape can see their past
and judge their progress in relation to it, while hoping for a future in
which such scenes of the harmonious activity of man and nature are
not merely occasional prospects.
Thomson has a patriot's pride in the view, as is clearin the other
famous prospect along the Thames and panegyric to Happy Britannia
{SummerX^^ f£). His rolein developing an iconography of a national
politicalidentityrootedin landscape has been observed by many recent
scholars. Elizabeth Barlow Rogers, in the most recent example, says
Thomson "saw the English garden as a metaphor for British free
doms" and that The Seasons, "a paean to British landscape," combined
his "reverential awe for nature's bounty and beauty"with the "growing
pride the English feltin the loveliness of their countryside, particularly
as the wave of landscape improvement swept the nation."®* But for
Thomson the Scot, writing within two decades of the Act of Union of
1707, Britannia was the more important identity.
While the prospect in Spring is the view from Hagley Park, it is
important to note that it is not a view o/Hagley. It is not die enclosed
view of the "landscape of properly" which Helsinger and others
identify with the landscape architecture of William Kent or Lancelot
"Capability" Brown, for Ae focus is not on the erudition, wealth, and
prestige of the ovmer, with no reference to the work and workers that
produced it. Nor is it an estate portrait such as Andrew Marvell's
"Upon Appleton House." Helsinger sees The Seasons
the Marvell
poem as similar, both writing of the "property of individuals."" But
Lord Fairfax's estate is so regulated and controlled that no views
outside the Appleton House property intrude and even the flowers
stand at military attention and fire volleys of fragrance as their governor
walks by.
When Thomson writes of such gardens, as in die long section on
Sxsyss&'vsi Autumn, he makes it clear that these are landscapes designed
Rogers, 237.
" Helsinger, 17.
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by Kent and others to evoke "in Thought the Groves of Attic Land'
(1056), as do the paintings of Claude Lorrain on which the landscapes
were modelled. But Thomson's landscapes are not those of Kent, or
of Claude. While Thomson is complimentary toward Kent's great
achievement, Stowe, and its owner, Lord Cobham, he does not
privilege such landscapes in his poem. In Spring for example, he
contrasts a "finish'd Garden" (516) to wild nature, celebrating "The
NegUgehce of Nature, wide, and wild;/Where, tmdisguis'd by mimic
Art,she spreads/UnboundedBeauty to the roving Eye" (Spring505-7).
The "wismcArf^ of landscape gardening (or of painting), with all the
control of property that implies, is not the most desired view for
Thomson; it is, in fact a disguise of nature Similar sentiment occurs in
Summer 'vsx the flight to the tropics, "where retir'd, / From little Scenes
of Art, great Nature dwells" (701—2). Thomson owned at least seven
books On ancient and contemporary gardens, so his ideas about
landscape gardening were fairly well developed. The "regulated Wild"
of Stowe (Autumn 1055) provides ideas to contemplate, but the very
nature of the control litnits the viewer's perceptions. Thomson's
elaborate compliment carries a negative subtext: in such a landscape
"gay Fancy"will "tread," not fly, and must adjust to a "standard Taste"
and "Correct her Pencil" amidst the "unimpassion'd Shades" (Autumn
1055-59).
Thomson's preference for "natural" landscapes over those of
"mimic Art^ is Aus a new way to read landscape, not through a
Claudian glass nor through the iconography of pastoral or classical
landscape. In 1756 Joseph Warton acknowledged the new way of
seeing that Thomson intr^uced: "The Seasons oiThorsx&on have been
very instrumental in diffusing a general taste for the beauties of nature
and landscape. It is only within a few years that the picturesque scenes
of our own country, our lakes, mountains, cascades, caverns and
castles, have been visited and described."®^ Malcolm Andrews
concludes: "The painters took considerably longer to do justice to the
subject [of British landscape], and were indeed encouraged by the
example of the great success of Thomson's Seasons"^^

"Joseph Watton, Ati Essy m the Genius and Writings of Pope, 2 vols. (1756; 4*ed 1782; rept.
Fainb^v^h, Hants.: Gregg International Publishers, 1969), 2:185n.
" Andrews, Search, 35.
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The active seeing and training of the eye for which Warton holds
Thomson responsible is different from what Mark Rosldll ralk the
"masculine way of seeing landscape: one that seeks to impose control
on the viewing of nature by the promotion of a commanding point of
sight, to empower a sense of freely taking hold of it from afar,"®^ for
Thomson's views do not assume appropriation, by either the land
owner or the poet and his readers. TTie view in these prospects is also
related to the prospect tradition of estate portraiture from about
1670—1730 that Stephen Daniels describes, in which "the gentry were
considered natural statesmen, able to grasp as from a height the nation
as a whole, to see the entire picture in contrast to the partial views of
those of lowlier status and more specialised occupations."®^ But
Thomson's prospects share only the heightened vantage point; the
emotional and aesthetic response is not the self-satisfiedcontemplation
of the civic leader, but an awe and ama2ement at the order and
harmony in diversity. Though the view is from Lyttelton's estate; and
the villages may be under his sway, even a major landowner like
Lyttelton doesn't control the Cambrian mountains beyond. Lyttelton
controls that particular view, but a poor poet like Thomson can share
the view. The eye of any spectator makes the landscape, and we see
through the poet, if not actually viewing it ourselves. As Sambrook
points out, this is a poem about seeing; there are nearly one hundred
references to the Poet's eye in The Seasons^ and any reader can
participate in seeing through the poet's eye
This awe and amazement are open to all, unlike the "studious
gaze" that Peter de BoUa says is necessary for understanding the
"emblematic" landscapes (in John Dixon Hunt's phrase) of gardens
such as Stowe, where "one can only look from a highly specified
vantage point, and the price of entry into that restricted culture of
looking is, by any standards, exclusive." Rather than having to decode
the highly allusive messages of classical temples and monuments to
British Worthies as at Stowe, Thomson's readers are asked to partici
pate in a kind of democratization of seeing: "In the sentimental look
the body is where the meanings are, whereas in the studious gaze the

"RoskiU, 32.
Daniels, "Goodly Prospects" 12.
Sambrook, Life, 102.
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text is embodied in the visual domain of the garden....One need only
look to see here, and all that looking requires is an eye prepared to be
charm'd." De Bolla identifies the sentimental look as one required by
landscape gardens at the end of the eighteenth century, "expressionistic" gardens in Hunt's phrase, in which "associative triggers [are]
designed to prompt a sentimental or emotive response."'^ Thomson's
landscapes and the modes of seeing them include the kinds of views
that later picturesque gardeners and writers sought out. Work stiU
must be done on the influence of Thomson's poem on landscape
gardening, butitis tempting to see Thomson as not merely anticipating
the developments, but as being responsible for the change.
Finally, the recent work on Thomson by art historians and cultural
geographers might lead one to think Thomson included only prospect
descriptions in The Seasons. But the poem is full of smaller sections of
description—catalogs of flowers and birds; human activities such as
fishing, swimming, and skating and, most interestingly, agrarian
activities such as plowing, sowing, sheep shearing, and haymaking.
Hugh Prince, among others, insists that agrarian subjects are largely
ignored by eighteenth-century landscape painters: "From the point of
view of a late twentieth-century historical geographer seeking records
of agrarian change, eighteenth-century landscape paintings seem
escapist fantasies" For painters, the English landscape is seen as either
an Arcadian vision of classical antiquity, or, later in the century, full of
picturesque views and romantic ruins. "Most bird's-eye views [of
landed estates and their improvements] focus on the mansion as the
center of attention and while they sometimes include figures and
activities signifying the economic and social well being of the estate
these are usually strictly subordinate to an impression of property."®®
Michael Rosenthal says that before 1780 or so, Thomas Gainsborough
was alone in painting ploughmen and other workers. Rosenthal makes
a tentative connection between Gainsborough and Thomson, compar
ing the haymaking scene in Summer with Gainsborough's Wooded
Landscape mth...Htr/makrs of 1755.®'

" Peter de Bolla, 'The Charm'd Eye," Boifye^ Textin the Eigliteentb Ctuiuty, ed. Veronica Kelly
and Dorothea von Miicke (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1994), 94,94,93.
" Prince, 98,101. See also Helsinger; Barrell,Vtark Sidr, Rosenthal, "Rough and Smooth."
" Rosenthal, "Rough and Smooth," 42.
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Thomson was therefore composing "genre pieces" many years
before painters took up the subject of the rural poor. For Thomson,
these human activities are an important image of the quiet harmony of
man in nature. While these rural responsibilities have their roots in
Virgil's Georges, an important source for The Seasons, Thomson's
peasants and laborers are more than idealized stereotypes of the
pastoral or georgic. Thomson's workers may occasionally be general
ized in an iconographic way, but when the "Husbandman/Helpless
beholds the miserable Wreck" {Autumn 344-45) of all his harvest
during an autumn flood, he is hardly representative of an idyllic
pastoral literary tradition. Desert windstorms smite pilgrims dead
{^ummer^(At)\ lightning shatters trees and "stretdi'd below,/A lifeless
Groupe the blasted Cattle lie" {Rummer1152); shepherds lose their way
in snowstorms and become "a stiffen'd Corse,/Stretch'd out, and
bleaching in the northern Blast"
320-21).
Thomson again anticipates the new way of seeing workers that
pervades later landscape paintings, especially after 1800. John Barrell's
important The Dark Side of the Landscape: The Rural Poor in English
Painting 1730—1840 also finds an affinity between Gainsborough and
Thomson, but he is wrong, I think, in his insistence that Thomson
chose to conceal the huge gap between rich and poor, celebrating an
egalitarian fantasy that shows only "a gentle pastoral idleness or a rustic
georgic industry."™ The quiet harmony Thomson finds at times in
nature is only a part of the landscape; at other times, his figures must
confront the devastation of their work by the horrors of nature In
these scenes of utter helplessness in a universe mortals cannot
understand, the power and mystery of God are revealed These are
physical events to which humans can only react in astonishment yet
they serve to heighten the reader's sense of the beauty and goodness of
God's order by the contrast they make with the greater part of human
experience.
Thomson therefore showed what landscape, poetic and painterly,
could teach. Discussing what specific paintings his scenes refer to, or
whether his prospects are organized according to compositional
techniques of the visual arts, is thus beside the point becauseThomson

Bartell, Dark Side, 46.
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was teaching a new way to see, a new iconography of landscape
painting and poetry. An iconographic theory of landscape explains
something of a puzzle in eighteenth-century criticism of Thomson's
poetry. While it became a set piece of Thomson criticism that he was
somehow copying landscape paintings, the first important statement of
this in the eighteenth century comes in 1756, thirty years after Thom
son began publishing The Seasons. Joseph Warton, in An Esst^ on the
Genius andWritingofVope, introduced the poetry-painting analogy into
Thomson criticism as part of his debate over the comparative merits
of descriptive and didactic poetry, or, in his terms, "Pure Poetry" and
"Morality." He insists that descriptive poetry, one form of Pure
Poetry, is superior to didactic poetry (he calls most of Pope's works
Morality) and as part of his proof reminds condemners of descriptive
poetry "that, in a sister-art,landscape-painting claims the very next rank
to history-painting.""'' So successfully had landscape painting been
elevated in the hierarchy of painting that Warton could now use it to
enhance his readers' estimation of descriptive poetry. Such an
argument would have been impossible earlier in the century, before
Thomson had made clear what ideas landscapes taught. Indeed, the
irony is that Thomson was so successful in cultivating a taste for
landscape that later readers of The Seasonssaw him only as a landscape
painter and largely ignored all but his most descriptive passages.

" Warton, 1:51.

